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COMMENT
=======

In this very nice paper Dr Cacciamani e other experts explained about use of indocyanine green (ICG) to allow visualization of both the vasculature and contours of anatomic structures ([@B1]). The use of near-infrared fluorescence (NIRF) technology with ICG has been explored in several surgical specialties ([@B2]). It is able to provide an enhanced anatomical view of the surgical field with potentially improved perioperative surgical outcomes ([@B3], [@B4]). They highlight the potential uses of NIRF with ICG for robotic urologic surgery integrating with Firefly® technology in the Da Vinci Surgical platform and systematically (guidelines set out by PRISMA) investigated the impact of the this technology in robotic urologic surgery ([@B5]). Interestingly they generated several QRcodes to link a video-clip to readers. They reported in a review that NIRF/ICG technology has emerged as an interesting tool improving the identification of anatomical landmarks for oncological and nononcological procedures. This approach facilitate challenging reconstructive and oncologic robotic procedures. The NIRF with ICG can be used in robotic partial nephrectomy (RPN) mainly to localize small branches and perform selective clamping. This approach is useful to discern between pathological and normal renal tissue ([@B6]). In robotic-assisted radical prostatectomy (RARP) it can be used for to visualize the arteries of neurovascular bundle or helping identification of regional lymph nodules. It can better-assist in understanding lymphatic drainage improving diagnostic findings ([@B7], [@B8]). Furthermore, they described the use of this technology during robotic surgery for different types of adrenal pathologies helping in adrenal-sparing surgery ([@B9]). They showed also encouraging studies for use in robotic inguinal lymphadenectomy ([@B10]). In robotic radical cystectomy, the use of NIRF/ICG-guided can be helpful in identification of sentinel nodes and assessing the vascularity of bowel avoiding mesenteric arcades during intracorporeal deviation. The authors also cited the use during robotic ureteral re-implantation/reconstruction in the evaluation of the vascularity of the ureteral margins and during kidney transplant. However the paper described despite NIRF in urology are promising, the level of evidence is low. Further investigations are needed to improve the understanding on the technology.
